Welcome to this quarter's issue of Value Added!

The Center for Value-Based Care Research (CVCR) conducts research on interventions that improve value in healthcare. With a mission of making quality healthcare possible for all Americans by conducting research to identify value in healthcare, CVCR seeks to deliver the right care, at the right time, to the right patients, at lower costs.

In October, the AMBULATE study team (pictured left) celebrated the enrollment of 100 patients! A special thank you to the research coordinators and mobility technicians for their hard work on this study!

*Featured Publications*

*Physical therapy provision for patients with pneumonia in US hospitals*

*Impact of Pediatric Messages in a Large Health System From 2019 to 2021*
Tang MC, Martinez KA, Rothberg MB, Giuliano K, Pfoh ER. Published in JAMA Pediatr in Aug 2023
Celebrations

• Phuc Le, PhD received a $3.2 million grant from the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) for her project, Using Patient-Level Decision Modeling to Improve Use of Treatments for Alcohol Use Disorder. The project proposes to develop, validate, and apply a computer simulation model to estimate and compare the lifetime benefits of various AUD treatments and to augment an existing decision aid with such information to support shared decision-making. Results from this project will help to close the treatment gap by increasing their use, hence improving the medical care and quality of life for millions of Americans suffering from AUD. Congratulations Phuc!
• Katie Martinez, PhD, was elected as a trustee at the Society for Medical Decision Making for 2023-2024.
• Katie Martinez, PhD, won the Clinician Investigator of the Year for Midwest SGIM
• Matt Pappas, MD, was runner up for Best Overall Abstract at Perioperative Medicine Summit.

Featured Publications

Physical therapy provision for patients with pneumonia in hospitals (J Hosp Med) & Association between physical therapy frequency and postacute care for a national cohort of patients hospitalized with pneumonia (J Hosp Med)

Joshua Johnson, PT, DPT, PhD

What did you find most interesting or important when studying physical therapy visits in hospitalized patients with pneumonia?

It just so happened that we had these data for patients with pneumonia. What I would love to say (though obviously can't without more of the right data) is that the results are applicable for more than just these patients with pneumonia. That is—when thinking about the two studies together—patients in the hospital receive physical therapy or not without a lot of clinical justification, but that having more frequent physical therapist visits is associated with discharging home.
At this point, the former is more important than the latter in terms of acute care physical therapist practice. We need to identify whether there is wasteful utilization of physical therapists' time as a scarce resource in the acute inpatient setting.

**What were some limitations that you found?**

A primary limitation in the data was our inability to understand the duration or content of individual physical therapist visits. Since we used claims data, we knew only on which days a visit was charged. In the name of understanding the relative value of physical therapist interventions, we need better data about what specifically the physical therapists do when taking care of patients.

**Moving forward, how can this topic be studied further?**

We need to study whether these patterns hold up in other patient populations. We also need to understand whether it is "skilled" intensive physical therapy that leads to the outcomes we observed, or if it is simply just getting out of bed on occasion that helps patients to go home. If the latter, there are implications about the type of provider needed for the intervention (see, for example, Dr. Rothberg's R01-funded AMBULATe trial, which is testing the effect of a dedicated "mobility tech" on outcomes like function and discharge disposition).

**How could the results of these papers impact patient care on a long-term scale?**

One might argue that the two primary implications are 1) there are not enough patients getting PT while in the hospital and 2) we should hire more PTs to provide more treatments. That might be the case, but I don't think it is and our results could have other explanations. Among them consider instead, 1) there are not enough patients getting out of bed while in the hospital and 2) we need to enable a culture and workflow that promote more patients getting out of bed with the most appropriate provider.

For now, I think hospitals could adopt either of those two alternative explanations/plans and patients would get better outcomes, but we need more data to know which is more efficient.
What prompted you to study pediatric messaging?

Before starting the research fellowship, I had participated in a quality improvement project regarding MyChart medical advice messages and our office workflow. The outcomes of our project helped improve our message response rate to patients and also improved caregiver satisfaction. It was exciting to see how addressing workflows related to messaging could have such a positive impact on patient and caregiver satisfaction.

Furthermore, during the pandemic, many providers started noticing an increase in message burden, and survey results shared during staff meetings found that inbox time may be contributing to burnout. I was prompted by these events to study pediatric messaging to understand the messaging burden and how we can use this information to develop solutions to benefit providers.

What did you learn?

I’ve learned that research takes a lot of collaboration, patience, and hard work. This CVCR research fellowship taught me the whole process of research – from crafting a clinical question, to gathering data, to writing a manuscript, to rewriting a manuscript (several times), and finally submitting a manuscript.

From our study, average message volume increased 230% from 2019-2021. Pediatricians in the high-volume group received three times the medical advice messages as the low-volume group. (The study included 72 providers and 115,273 patients with 450,083 visits. Visit volume decreased from 643 in quarter 4 to 549 in quarter 12, and the number of messages increased from 112 messages per provider in quarter 4 to 278 in quarter 12.
We categorized 63% of providers as low-volume (105 messages per quarter), 29% as medium-volume (237 messages per quarter), and 8% as high-volume (371 messages per quarter). Compared to low-volume providers, medium and high-volume providers spent 7.5 additional hours working outside of clinical sessions each quarter.

**Was there anything unexpected or novel about your findings?**

We used group-based trajectory modeling in a novel way to categorize pediatricians into groups based on the number of messages they received per quarter. It was unexpected to see that only 8% of pediatricians were receiving almost 3 times the messages compared to the low-volume group pediatricians.

**What do your findings indicate for future work either in your research or within the clinical setting?**

I believe our research can help health systems allocate resources to support a pediatrician’s ability to handle their patient messages on top of their clinical workload.

So far, our pediatric leadership has already used our research to leverage solutions to support pediatricians with high message volume. It will also be interesting to see if charging for messages changes the volume of patient messages sent.
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